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man's life on a planet doomed by drought.
Young Batai: Daniel Stewart.
WHEELOF FORTUNE(CC)-Game
2635/7971

FAMILYFEUD-Game 7703
.
MARILYN(CC)-Teleroman62703
60min. 4631093
E;I Presidential Debate
(CC)
President George Bush, Arkansas governor
Bill Clinton and independent candidate Ross
Perot face off in their final debate, held in East
Lansing, Mich. Like their two previous meet.
.-,ngs,•the 90-minute event is sponsored by the
bipartisan Commission on Presidential Debates and has open-ended questions on
domestic and foreign issues. (Live)
[A debate analysis follows on some stations.
ALL IN THE FAMILY- Comedy3567
Mike infuriates Gloria by deliberately excluding her from an intellectual conversation with a
learned friend (Greg Mullavey).
CHEERS(CC)- Comedy74432
When Frasier proposes marriage, Diane
(Shelley Long) makes a last-ditch transatlantic
phone call to give Sam a chance to confess
his love and stop the wedding. Ted Danson.
ARTSEXPRESS9333616
COVERSTORY(CC)9428074

up

CIRCLE OF FEAR
7:30 PM ..

A STORY OF TEEN VIOLENCE
A timely, ·fast-paced·
drama depicting · the
horrifying
con sea
quences of teenage
gang violence.
High school student
Danny Cross (Fab Filippo) is basically a good ·
kid who becomes
caught up in a circle of
violence after he begins seeing a girl
(Stacie Mistysyn) who
hangs out with a group of teens who viciously
beat up innocent victims. Afraid of looking like
a coward, Danny is reluctantly drawn into participating in a beating -one night. When he's
caught by the police, Danny finds himself living
a nightmare as he's sent to juvenile detention to
await trial. Kevin's Mother: Sara Botsford. Chris:
·Yannick Bisson. Greg: Pat Mastroianni. Judge:
Christopher Plummer.

close
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SPACE JOURNALS
8 PM

OUT OF THIS WORLD
Blast off with TVO for this five-day salute to space exploration coinciding with National Science and Technology Week. Since long before Neil Armstrong spoke the historic words, "One small step for
man, one giant step for mankind.," fascination with space travel has
been astronomical. Each night at 8 P.M., hourlong documentaries
will chronicle progress in space; from the 1957-launch of the Soviet
satellite Sputnik to the preparations for the first manned flight to Mars.
Says Robert Ennis, producer and director of one of the documentaries, "One Moment in Time" (Oct. 22): "Using our unique style
of storytelling, which combines a documentary approach with the
dramatic flair of feature filmmaking, the series will chart a path to
the launching and subsequent use of Space Station Freedom, a
space-based laboratory currently being developed cooperatively by
space agencies in Canada, the United States, Japan and Europe."
Throughout the series, Canada's contributions to the global space
success story will also be spotlighted. Of course, such efforts are
currently at the forefront, with Canadian astronaut Steve Maclean
taking part in the latest shuttle mission (scheduled for Oct. 15), in
which one of the principal experiments is the Space Vision System,
developed by Canada's National Research Council.
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